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www.tweakboard.com Web  Site:  www.unitytool.com

ORDER  PHONE  763-428-9888  or  (800)  959-0360

Thank  you  for  your  interest  in  the  most  accurate  R/C  alignment  equipment  available  today.  The

aluminum  parts  have  been  coated  with  a teflon  impregnated  hard  coating  that  will  insure  many  years  of  wear

and  smooth  operation.  The  vial  gauges  are special  (19  min.  accuracy)  and  twice  as sensitive  as the  standard

gauges  (35-40  min.)  found  in  most  hardware  stores.  The  most  unique  feature  is the  camber,  caster,  and  toe  in

blocks,  only  found  on  our  tweak  boards.  Now  you  can  set the  alignment  accurately  in  minutes,  instead  of  trying

to measure  and  guess.  Ever  wonder  why  a new  car  seems  to go faster  and  handle  better  than  after  it's  been  used

and  abused  for  awhile?  Tweak  is the  answer!  Getting  all  four  tires  to put  the same  pressure  on  the  road  surface,

so when  you  want  to go left  or  right  it will  respond  equally  in  both  directions.  On  full-scale  cars  they  use  scales

under  each  wheel  to measure  the  pressure,  but  R/C  cars  can  use  the  centering  bubble  to do the  same  thing.  Just

center  the  car  on  the  board  with  the  rear  of  the  car  over  the  movable  bar  and  adjust  until  the  bubble  is centered.

Your  tweak  board  comes  packaged  in  a very  compact  kit.  The  two  bolts  holding  it together  are finger

tight  (don't  over  tighten).  As  you  take  out  the  two  bolts,  set the  alignment  blocks  on a flat  work  surface  and  then

take  the  center  bar  for  the  size  car  you  wish  to align  (3 bars  -1/12,  l/10,  1/8).  Insert  one  of  the  three  socket  head

set screws  found  inside  the  long  bars.  Next  take  the  two  remaining  socket  head  set screws  and  insert  them  into

the long  stationary  bar  (threaded  holes  on each  end),  then  put  the  center  bar  and  the long  stationary  bar  together

with  the  two  bolts  you  took  out  earlier.  This  will  form  the  letter  T and  the  bee  socket  head  set screws  will

make  three  legs.  Using  the  bubble  gauge  on  the  stationary  bar,  adjust  until  level  side  to side.  Try  to keep  the  top

of  the  set screw  from  protnuding  through  the  upper  level  of  the  bar  so the alignment  blocks  will  slide  over  the

top  of  the  bar.  Next  take  the  front  moveable  bar  and  set it  on  top  and  perpendicular  to the  rear  bar  and  adjust  the

front  socket  head  set screw  to make  the  T shape  level  front  to rear.  Now  slide  the  front  moveable  bar  over  the

bearing  pin  at the  front  of  the  center  bar  and  it  should  swivel  freely  (see  picture  l).  You  are  now  ready  to go!

ASSEMBLE  REAR  AND  CENTER  BAR  -"T"  SHAPE
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INSERT  LEVELING  SCREWS (l)  READY  TO  ALIGN  CAR
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Step one: Setting  caster  adjustment.  Set  the chassis  on a flat  table  and  slide  the  alignment  block  next  to

the  front  tire,  then  sight  along  the  protractor  front  edge  turning  it  until  it  lines  up with  the  king  pin  (see  picture

2). Rule  of  the  thumb:  set about  4 degrees  back  at the  top.

CHECK  CASTER

Step  two:  The  centering  marks  are eleven  inches  wide  to handle  even  the 1/8th  scale  cars.  Just  center

the chassis  on  the front  and  rear  bars,  gently  push  down  in  the  center  of  the  chassis  and  let  it  come  back  to its

normal  height.  The  stationary  bar  and  front  of  the  chassis  should  be toward  you.  TMs  way  the  rear  of  the car

will  be able  to float  freely  on  the swivel  bar.  Per  your  cars  assembly  instructions,  adjust  tweak  until  bubble

gauge  is centered.  Each  time  you  make  an adjustment  gently  push  down  the  center  of  the  chassis  and  recheck

the  gauge.

CHECK  TWEAK

Step  three:  Set camber  adjustn'ient  blocks  on  edge  with  the  machined  notch  at the  rear  edge  of  the

stationary  bar.  Loosen  the  protractor  knob  so it may  rotate  freely  and  move  it  against  the  wheel  (see  picture  3).

The  gauge  reading  will  give  you  degrees.  The  top  of  the  tire  is cambered  (positive  - out,  negative  - in).  Rule  of

the thumb:  start  with  I degree  negative  carnber  for  carpet  and  asphalt  cars.

CHECK  CAMBER

Step  four  - Setting  toe  in  adjustment:  Put  the  alignment  blocks  flat.  Push  protractors  up  against  the  side

of  the  wheels.  Turn  the  transmitter  and  receiver  on  so the  servo  will  stop  in  the  normal  straight  ahead  position.

Check  each  wheel  to see if  it  is toed  in  or  out  (see  picture  4).  Rule  of  thumb:  set each  1/2  degree  toe  in. The

forward  motion  of  the  car  will  pull  the  front  of  the  tires  out  and  parallel  to each  other.  Note:  Heim  joints  keep

the slop  in  the  steering  to a minimum.
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CHECK  TOE-IN

Step  five:  Checking  set-back.  Take  a ruler  and  measure  the  distance  from  right  front  axle  to right  rear

axle  and  then  do the same  on  the  left  side.  Note:  they  should  be the  same.
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ALIGNMENT  INFORMATION

DEFINITION ILLUSTRATION FUNCTION EFFECT  IF  IMPROPER

CAMBER

Camber  is the  inward  or

outward  tilt  of  the  wheel
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Reduces  stress  on  steering

and  suspension  parts,

minimizes  road  shock.

Helps  straight  ahead

stability,  and  maintains

optimum  tire  life.

Improper  camber  will  cause

excess  tire  wear  on  the  tire

edge.  It  will  also  cause  pull

or  drift.

CASTER

Caster  is the  forward  or

rearward  tilt  of  the  steering

axis  versus  vertical.
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Provides  steering  stability,

steering  returnability,  and

comering  ease.

Improper  caster  can  cause

pull,  shimmy,  excessive

road  shock  and  steering

effort.

INDMDUAL  TOE

Individual  toe  is the  angle

between  the  plane  of

rotation  of  on  wheel  and  the

vehicle  centerline.
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Static  toe  angles  are

required  to position  the

wheels  parallel  when  the

vehicle  is in  motion.

Improper  toe  can  cause

major  tire  wear  and

increased  fuel  consumption.

A  saw  tooth  wear  pattern  is

typical  on  front  tires;  a

diagonal  wear  patter  is

typical  on  rear  tires.

SET  -  BACK

Set  -  back  is the  distance

fore  or  aft  of  one  front

wheel  versus  the  other. S4
Can  be  used  to diagnose

problems  and  help  locate

damaged  components.

If  excessive  set-back  can

cause  adverse  handling  and

pull.

SAI  (Steering  Axis

Inclination)

SAI  is the  angle  formed  by

an imaginary  line  drawn

through  the  steering  axis

and  vertical.

Provides  steeig  stability

and  returnability,  and  works

with  camber  to isolate  road

vibration  and  reduce  stress

on  parts.

Improper  SAI  can  cause

general  instability  and  lock

of  wheel  returnability.

INCLUDED  ANGLE

Included  angle  is the  sum  of

camber  angle  and  SAI

angle.

Can  be  used  to diagnose

problems  and  help  locate

damaged  components.

Included  angle  can  be  used

to deteri'nine  if  a vehicle  has

a bent  spindle  or  stmt.

REAR  THRUST  ANGLE

Thrust  angle  is the  angle

formed  by  the  rear  thnist

line  and  the  vehicle

centerline. ;2
Used  as a basis  for  setting

overall  vehicle  alignment

and  as a diagnostic  aid.

If  not  corrected  or  taken  into

account,  fluust  angle  can

cause  off-center  steering  and

excessive  tire  wear.
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